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Innovation derived from IPs have more sustaining power in the competitive market. 

IP EngineTM is a cutting edge solution from YNOS to leverage the abundant opportunities 

in Intellectual Property available in India. For the first time ever, IP EngineTM presents the 

inventory of IPs owned by top institutions and individual inventors across the spectrum. 

IP EngineTM is the place to be in, irrespective of whether you are an innovator having an IP 

or an entrepreneur or business looking to license an IP.

About IP EngineTM

Largest source of patents and 
designs, and other forms of IP 

Number of IPs on the platform growing by 
the day

A one-stop shop for all IP. No need to 
approach a number of individual 
institutions and inventors to identify or 
acquire your IP portfolio. Helps to quickly 
identify related IP across institutions 
in a jiffy

The intelligent semantic search feature 
helps to identify the relevant IP even if  
specific details of the IP are not known

Check if any products or offerings are likely 
to encroach upon any existing IP thereby 
potentially saving millions in litigation and 
liabilities

YNOS would facilitate the acquisition of the 
IP from the owner or inventor either by 
outright buying, or licensing, thereby 
simplifying what can be a long and 
cumbersome process

For Entrepreneurs and Businesses

How can IP EngineTM help you?



STEP 01

How does it work?

Searching the IP  - For Entrepreneurs and Businesses

Visit IP Engine

Helps to announce your IP to the world. 
Shows your IP in the radar of those 
entrepreneurs and businesses looking to 
license IPs 

A simple and easy registration process of your 
IP at IP EngineTM  

Make your IP visible to the targeted audience 
at a fraction of what it would otherwise cost

The IP needs to be used for the benefit of 
greater good and not gathering dust in the 
shelves of the inventor. IP EngineTM 
supports in finding the appropriate user for 
your IP

You will get an alert when your IP has been 
reviewed or bookmarked by a prospective 
user or licensee

For IP Owners and Inventors

Go to the offerings section of 
ynos.in and click on IP Engine.TM 
You will find a description of the 
offering. Click on “Search IP” to 
see the list of available IPs in the 
platform 

STEP 03

Getting the IP

After finalizing your choice, click 
“Get this” to send your interest 
on the IP to the owner or
inventor. You should have been  

logged in at ynos.in to complete 
this stage. If you don’t have an 
account, create one. Its free and 
can be created in a few seconds 
by visiting our “Signup” page

STEP 04

Acquiring the IP

YNOS Support will facilitate your 
interaction with the inventor or 
owner for smooth acquisition or 
licensing of the IP  

STEP 02

Choosing the IP

You can browse through the list
of all IPs available in the platform.  

You can also screen by using the 
different filters available or using 
our Intelligent Search feature. 
You can also shortlist your IPs by 
bookmarking them for detailed 
review later

STEP 01

Registering the IP  - For IP Owners and Inventors

Visit IP Engine

Go to the offerings section of 
ynos.in and click on IP Engine.TM 
You will find a description 
of the offering. 
Click on “Register IP” 

STEP 03

Registering the IP

Registering your IP at 
IP EIP EngineTM is a very simple 
process. Clicking on “Register IP” 
takes you to the form where you 
have to provide the necessary 
details. Necessary evidence that 
establishes your ownership on 
the IP has to be provided at this 
ststage

can be created in a few 
seconds by visiting our “Signup” 
page

STEP 05

Review & Getting Live

Upon payment, the information 
provided by you would be 
reviewed by YNOS Support. After 
successful completion of the 
review process, your IP would be 
available on IP EngineTM   

STEP 04

Payment

Registering the IP requires a 
small one-time payment which 
can be conveniently done 
through the payment gateway  

STEP 02

Signup

You should have been logged in 
at YNOS.in to register your IP. If 
you don’t have an account, 
create one. Its free and



IPs listed in platform IPs classified by Industry

YNOS Venture Engine, has been founded with the objective of transforming the startup and 
innovation ecosystem in India. The YNOS platform leverages technology, advanced data sciences 
techniques and marker analytics to provide customized insights and recommendations to startup 
founders, venture investors, and prospective as well as existing entrepreneurs. The offerings of 
YNOS are based on the insights obtained from a decade of research on the Indian venture and 
startup industry. The mission of YNOS is to enhance the success of startups and early stage 
ventures. YNOS Venture Engine is incubated by the IIT Madras Incubation Cell. 

About YNOS

Other YNOS Products

Our Customers and Partners

YNOS Venture Engine CC Private Limited, IITM Incubation Cell, Module 2, D Block, Third Floor, Phase II, IIT Madras Research Park, Kanagam Road, Chennai 600113, India

facebook.com/YNOSVenture | instagram.com/ynosventure | linkedin.com/in/ynos-in | email: jeeves@ynos.in | mobile: +91 73584 31831

Manufacturing Chemicals - 14.98%

Biomedical Engineering - 14.56%

Energy and Infrastructure - 12.23%

Environment Engineering - 9.71%

Capital Equipment and OEM - 9.13%

Automotive - 6.60%

Special Needs - 3.69%

Others - 2.52%

Agri related - 1.55%

Paper - 0.17%

Electronic System & Design Manufacturing 
(ESDM) - 12.43%

Information & Comunication Technology 
(ICT) - 12.43%

Technology

26.99%

Oil & Gas

19.61%

Healthcare

17.48%

Basic Materials

16.31%

Industrials

11.07%

Consumer 
Goods

8.54%


